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Thank you for allowing me the time to present to you today. I’m Jennifer Read and I’m your Director of Communications for ASD-W. I joined the team in November 2020 when Covid-19 was starting to ramp up in our schools. It was an interesting and challenging time to be working in communications to say the least. But also, a time that highlights the importance of communications in an organization. Why is good communications in an organization important?
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Good communication practices not only provides us with the “right” information we need to be engaged and productive but it, teaches us, builds relationships and trust, provides clarity and direction, prevents and resolves problems, reduces conflict, increases engagement and it also improves productivity.
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In our district we have a small 3-person team – Scarlett our web designer/developer, Damon our content writer and I who work towards one common goal.
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Quite simply, it’s to share the right information with the right people at the right time using the right means. We do this in a variety of different ways.
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Modern day communications teams work with almost everyone in the organization in some way or another. This is because communications is the golden thread that ties us all together and plays an important role in the day-to-day functions of our district and schools. 
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Our Communications Department is responsible for the following:Media & Public Relations – We respond to inquiries, develop news releases, pitch good news stories, monitor media and respond to incoming public inquiries with the goal of maintaining a public image that is positive and reflects our core values.Emergency & Crisis Comms – We support all school and district issues related to such things as threats, deaths, and even building malfunctions like flooding.Brand Stewardship – We develop and maintain graphic and content standards to align and unify the district.Staff & Family Comms – District-wide announcements, updates and news are sent through our office both to staff internally and to our families via the School Messenger communications platform.RTIPPA – Alongside being the Director of Communications, I am the Right to Information and Protection of Privacy Officer for the district, which means I am responsible for responding to all incoming requests for information and handling privacy breaches if they occur.Executive Comms – I provide communications support and guidance to the Superintendent and senior administration.Social Media – We frequently post news and information on our district Twitter account and have built a significant number of followers. We also monitor social media activity, handle issues and support schools with their use of social media.Website & One Site – We have done a tremendous amount of work on the redesign of our district and 70 school sites over the past 2 years and continue to optimize it. We have recently engaged in another significant project with ITS to update our intranet and are developing a growing knowledge around information management.MAJOR PROJECTS – While it is not on this list, we do support a variety of large engagement initiatives throughout the year. For example, we are now embarking on a Mission Vision Values Renewal Project.
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The previous slide shared a variety of different facets of Communications, but we don’t typically “do” each of those things in isolation. I wanted to share and example of communications in action by looking at the efforts involved in an emergency response where communications is critical.STRATEGY SET - First, when an issue is emerging or has been identified, communications works alongside a designated response team, gathers all details and follows established protocol. Depending on the situation, a communications strategy is set. Every word and every second counts. COMMUNICATIONS TO STAFF – The appropriate staff is informed of the situation and any communications necessary for staff to respond to the incident is shared. For example, appropriate speaking points, key messages, etc.COMMUNICATIONS TO FAMILIES - Multiple messages are prepared for families and staff using specific language that reflects protocol and protects privacy of individuals involved.SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS AND MONITORING - Realtime updates are posted, and channels are monitored for misinformation.MEDIA RESPONSE - Media responses are prepared in collaboration with police, school and district officials and take into consideration protocol and privacy.



2022-23 Communications At-A-Glance
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To end, I’d like to share some examples of communications efforts since the beginning of the school year. While Covid dominated for the past few years we are finally able to take a breath and refocus. Our goal this year has been to place an emphasis on the development of our digital communications – website, intranet, news, social media. It has been busy, but I believe the results have showcased our high standards in communications practices and positioned us as leaders in our province. Thank you!
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